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EMIC wave occurrence is relatively low ~ few %, but
signatures of of their effects on radiation belt electrons
can be found in the electron pitch angle distributions
and the strong energy dependence.
3D modeling also requires the presence of EMIC
waves to account for the temporal evolution.
Ma et al., JGR special issue 2014

EM Activities to DIRECTLY identify scattering by EMIC waves

*During the extended mission we need to target preferred spatial regions,
such as plumes and just inside the plasmapause, where EMIC are
preferentially produced and use the observed spectral properties of the
waves obtained from the Van Allen Probes to evaluate rates of electron
scattering. This should be compared to scattering by other waves such as
chorus or hiss to identify which is dominant in producing the observed pitch
angle distributions and ultimately precipitation into the atmosphere.
*The limited observations of EMIC waves on the VA probes should be
supplemented by observations on other spacecraft (THEMIS, Cluster, ERG,
MMS) and by ground based observations.
*Evidence should be sought for signatures of EMIC scattering by low altitude
satellites (Cube Sats, POES or ERG) as well as BARREL X-rays at times
when the VA probes observe EMIC waves in the magnetosphere.
*EMIC waves should also produce observable evidence for resonant ion
scattering and precipitation, which occurs at the same time as the relativistic
electrons.
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*Minimum	
  resonant	
  energy	
  ~	
  2	
  MeV	
  
*The	
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  EMIC	
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When EMIC waves are present relativistic
	
   ~ 45 degrees of the
electrons are removed within
loss cone.
	
  
	
  
Without EMIC waves electrons become
smoothed due to scattering by hiss

Evidence for EMIC Scattering from 3D Simulations

Ma et al., JGR special issue 2014

*Global dynamic hiss obtained from EMFISIS and THEMIS data
*Statistics of EMIC wave occurrence from Meredith et al., JGR 2014:
i.e. when Kp > 2, Bw ~ 300pT over ~ 6 hrs of MLT for 2% of time

EMIC wave scattering is needed to account for the
relativistic electron flux reduction during inward
radial diffusion. Hiss scattering alone is insufficient
above 3 MeV.

Pitch Angle Distribution Signature of EMIC Wave Scattering
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Radial diffusion leads to a
rounded distribution.
Scattering by plasmaspheric
hiss leads to flat pitch angle
distributions away from the
loss cone
EMIC waves alone produce a
“top hat” shaped distribution.
The combination of hiss and
EMIC produce a flat
distribution with the correct
decay rate.

